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ABSTRACT

This thesis analyzes social and economic relationships between settlers and
Indians in the Pennsylvania backcountry from 1718 to 1755. Historians have long
explored the political, diplomatic, economic, and military contours o f the "Long Peace,"
Pennsylvania's exceptional period of peaceful relations with Indians lasting from 1674 to
1755. The salient effect of the Long Peace was to create a peaceful atmosphere in which
ordinary settlers and Indians interacted and coexisted. This thesis demonstrates the
complexity and ambivalence that characterized Indian-settler relationships. Tension,
hostility, and violence coexisted with friendship, amity, and trust.
At the places where Indians and settlers met, they forged mostly peaceful,
amicable relationships. Many Indian communities remained east of the Appalachian
Mountains near European settlements well into the 1750s. Iroquois, Shawnee, Delaware,
Conestoga, Nanticoke, Conoy, and Tutelo Indians interacted with colonists as they
frequently traveled to Philadelphia to reaffirm their alliance with Pennsylvania.
Backcountry settlers encountered Indians at their homesteads where they traded and
hunted together. Squatters and Indians in the Juniata and Susquehanna Valleys forged
ties that officials in Philadelphia deemed a threat to the social order.
This thesis also illustrates the larger processes that ultimately undermined the
ability of both peoples to coexist. The loss o f key hunting grounds and ecological
changes accompanying European settlements prompted many Indians to migrate from
eastern Pennsylvania to the upper Ohio Valley. By the 1750s, unprincipled traders, the
Pennsylvania government's fraudulent land deals, land speculators, expansionists, and
imperial rivalry between Britain and France propelled Indians and settlers towards
conflict with each other.
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INTRODUCTION:
ANDREAS HESSELIUS IN THE COMMON WORLD, 1712-1724

The Swedish clergyman Andreas Hesselius and his brother Gustavus, a portrait
artist, spent Good Friday, April 18, 1712, on the Atlantic Ocean in a ship bound for
Swedish settlements along the Delaware River. Peering out over the waters, Andreas
noticed bottlenose dolphins, in their familiar maritime rituals, racing the Potopsico
Merchant. Hesselius was probably more interested in seeing land than dolphins: the
previous day, the sight of a large white seabird (the Northern Gannet) cheered up the
crew, for it meant that land was near. Two days later, Hesselius's Easter was made all the
more joyous when he beheld the coast of North Carolina and smelled its evocative
incense, "a beautiful odor from the valuable trees which grow there," he believed. The
vessel continued northward, passing by Cape Henry and into the Chesapeake Bay.
Hesselius noted each of Virginia's tidal rivers as he passed them: the James, York,
Piankatank, Rappahannock, and the Potomac Rivers. "The whole country is covered
with woods," he noted, and "full of tobacco plantations." A flock of wrens, suddenly
attracted to the ship's tall "trees," indulged Hesselius' passion for nature: "we captured
one which allowed itself to be taken by our Hands." On April 23, 1712, the ship's
captain, Hesselius, and his brother briefly disembarked in the Dorchester area of
Maryland's eastern shore. Andreas noted in his journal, "thus, in the name of Jesus, set

foot for the first time on American [soil]."1
As Hesselius and his brother "promenaded up into a beautiful country," the new
surroundings enraptured him and he noted "with wonder the riches in that country of
which our Northern lands [Scandinavia] possess little or nothing." The sounds of the
"new world" also contributed to Andreas's awe, for "birds of many kinds, and mostly
unknown to us, sang and filled the whole woods with their various and curious sounds,
[so] that no music could be more pleasant." He noticed "splendid vegetation and trees
. . . which gave off such a pleasant odor that we considered ourselves to have come into a
paradise." Suddenly, the two brothers had their first encounter with the original
inhabitants of this new Eden: "two Indians met us almost entirely naked, having only an
ugly piece of cloth over their shoulders and the rest of the body entirely bare and brown
in color, large and well built." Andreas remembered that "at the first sight o f these wild
people we were somewhat surprised." The Indians exclaimed, "haita." It was only later
that the two brothers found out that "haita" was "a word of greeting which corresponds to
our goodday, showing thereby that [the Indians] were accustomed to European people."
Hesselius was simply dazzled by the variety of animal, plant, and human life that he saw
on his first day ashore. He recorded in his journal the words of David in Psalm 24: "The

1Amandus Johnson, ed., "The Journal of Andreas Hesselius, 1711-1724," Delaware History 2
(September 1947): 61-118 (at 78-79). For articles relating to Gustavus and his artwork, see [n.a.], '"With
God's blessings on both land and sea': Gustavus Hesselius Describes the New World to the Old in a Letter
from Philadelphia in 1714," trans. Carin K. Amborg, The American Art Journal 21 (1989): 4-17. Historians
are generally more familiar with Andreas's famous brother, the portrait artist Gustavus Hesselius, who
painted two famous portraits of the Lenape sachems, Lappawinzo and Tishcohan. See Roland E. Fleischer,
Gustavus Hesselius: Face Painter to the Middle Colonies (Trenton: The New Jersey State Museum, 1987),
for a brief account of Gustavus's life and valuable commentary on his artwork.
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earth is the Lord's, and the fulness thereof; the world, and they that dwell therein. "2
Quoting the Psalms may have reminded Andreas Hesselius that his main goal was
not to smell luscious scents or to observe plants: King Charles XII of Sweden had
appointed him to succeed the Rev. Erik Bjork, founder of the Old Swedes' or Holy
Trinity Church in Christina, Delaware. Hesselius arrived in Christina on May 1, 1712.
During his sojourn in the Americas, he visited Philadelphia on a few occasions, preached
over seven hundred sermons, mostly to Swedish and English churches in Pennsylvania,
and "converted many Negroes, Quakers, and other unbelievers. "3
Hesselius entered a world that the Indians, Swedes, Dutch, and English had
shared for over half a century. His travels throughout the Delaware and southeastern
Pennsylvania countryside brought him into contact with a band of Delaware, or LenniLenape, Indians living along Brandywine Creek. By the end o f his stay, Hesselius would
come to know some of the Delawares personally. The Swedish clergyman was an astute
observer of interactions between Europeans and Indians in their common world. He
might have been shocked initially by what he saw in a Swedish merchant's house: "a
figure which the Indians themselves had painted in accordance with the form of their
maneto." One idol was bad enough for a Lutheran rector; when Hesselius was in New
Castle a few years later, he "found that they had a number of small Indian images for sale
in a store," although most were intended for trade. In spite of some colonists' penchant
for mercantile idolatry, Hesselius was impressed with the region's potential for growth,

2Ibid., 80-81.
3Ibid., 61-68; John A. Munroe, Colonial Delaware: A History (Millwood, N.Y.: KTO Press, 1978), 73,
153, 155, 166, 178.
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especially Philadelphia:
one must marvel how, . . . it could have grown to such richness and splendor,
which it now possesses. Who can hinder [such a growth], where trade and
commerce with all nations and almost all manufactures in the world are in
flourishing condition.
Hesselius witnessed two peoples constantly adapting to and borrowing from one
another. His encounter with a box turtle while riding down a road taught him this lesson:
the turtle was "used by both Indians and Christians for food . . . It tastes better when
prepared according to the Indian manner, when it is roasted in the hot embers." Andreas
grew to savor its "most delicate and subtle flavor, especially the liver." He also learned
the Indians' uses o f calabash (gourds) and their manner of cooking locusts. Cultural
exchange was never one-sided. When an Indian named "Captain Pockhaels" learned that
Andreas Hesselius's brother was a portrait painter, Pockhaels sent a messenger to
Andreas requesting that he "recommend him [Pockhaels] to my brother who is a portrait
painter, that he should deliver to him some colors, especially vermillion, with which he
intended to decorate his face." One can only imagine how Gustavus reacted to this new
meaning o f "portrait painting. "4
Andreas greatly respected the Indians' traditional medicinal cures, for they saved
the life of his son who was stricken with worms. An Indian woman named Chicalicka
Nanni Kettelev "undertook to cure him with a kind of grass roots, which she brought
from the woods . . . telling beforehand of all the effects the medicine would have,
especially vomiting, sleeping, etc." Andreas desperately wanted to find out which roots

4Johnson, "Journal of Andreas Hesselius," 83-88, 93, 98, 102.
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the woman used, but "she did not allow anyone from [his] household to follow her to the
woods." Chicalicka "took two gray stones between which she rubbed the roots, which
she later placed in a glass o f spring water and gave the child to drink." The boy
recovered completely in a few days. On another occasion, one of Hesselius's servants
"became ill by touching a poison tree, through which his entire face swelled up so that he
could hardly see." In the true spirit of Eve, Hesselius became "very anxious to examine"
a poison sumac tree "more closely" but "was advised by both Indians and Christians not
to do so." A fellow Swede taught Hesselius "what he himself had learned from the
Indians, what [he] should use for the sick servant, namely, the inner bark of the fish
tree, . . . cook it in spring water, and give it to him to drink." In the meantime, a female
servant "with mockery and a smile" grabbed a branch of the poisoned tree and rubbed it
on her face, saying that "it would not hurt her, as it had done the weak manservant."
Hesselius had to administer cures to two stricken servants, which he gleefully noted,
"completely sweated out both [the] poison and their recklessness."5
During a visit to Philadelphia in 1721, Andreas unknowingly witnessed one of the
main props of the common world coming into being: the cultivation of a new diplomatic
relationship between the Five Nations and Pennsylvania. He "observed the solemnity of
a meeting between two Indian kings with the English governor, Sir William Keith,
Baronet." One of the "kings" was Checochinican, the leader of the Brandywine
Delawares; the other was an unidentified sachem of the Senecas. Hesselius was struck
by both the "elegant and haughty appearance" and the "mild and gentle eyes" of the

5Ibid„ 100-103.
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Indian sachems. He also recounted the "curious parade" of Indians in Philadelphia and
the Indians' dress, appearance, language, and customs. He intently watched the
diplomatic proceedings along with other Philadelphia townspeople; Governor Keith
delivered a "well composed and persuasive oration" which "affirmed the honesty of
himself and of the whole province towards their loyal and faithful neighbors of the Five
Indian Nations." Andreas was quick to realize the importance of "caressing" the Indians;
if war ever came, they "could in the manner of Cossacks and by stealth inflict upon the
English more harm through murdering in the woods."6
Andreas and his family were recalled to Sweden and they departed North
America in 1723. An inopportune storm washed most of the minister's books, notes,
collections, and rarities overboard into the Atlantic. One of the lost treasures was a
manuscript Hesselius had begun of his experiences in the New World. His contact with
Indian peoples was an integral part of his experiences in Delaware and Pennsylvania, for
his history encompassed "the entire situation in America, the religious, political and
economic condition of both the Christians and the heathen." After twelve years in
America, Hesselius found it impossible to conceive of his "description" without
mentioning the Indian peoples who had so profoundly affected him.7

6Ibid., 111-13.
7Ibid„ 118.
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CHAPTER I
INDIANS AND SETTLERS IN THE PENNSYLVANIA BACKCOUNTRY,
1718-1755

Historians have long explored the political, diplomatic, economic, and military
contours of the "Long Peace," Pennsylvania's exceptional period of peaceful relations
with Indians lasting from 1674 to 1755. A related question that historians have not
adequately addressed (a failure all the more surprising given the "new social history") is
what effect the Long Peace had upon everyday, personal interactions between common
Indians and European such as Hesselius and Chicalicka. For the salient effect of the
Long Peace was to create a peaceful atmosphere in which "creative encounters" and
"cultural conversations" could occur. Ordinary colonists and Indians amicably and
tenuously coexisted for nearly three-quarters of a century beneath the central political
and diplomatic institution of the Long Peace: Pennsylvania's "chain of friendship" with
its Indian neighbors. As Francis Jennings suggests, the "chain of friendship" and New
York's "Covenant Chain" with the Iroquois were examples o f "accommodation and
cooperation between peoples of different ethnicity, different cultures, and different social
and political structures." As an instrument of accommodation, the "chain of friendship"
held out the possibility for Indians and Europeans to coexist and provided a diplomatic
forum in which to smooth over (or smother) grievances.8
g

T.H. Breen, "Creative Adaptations: Peoples and Cultures," in Colonial British America: Essays in the
New History of the Early Modem Era, ed. Jack P. Greene and J.R. Pole (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1984), 198, 219; Francis Jennings, The Ambiguous Iroquois Empire: The Covenant Chain
Confederation of Indian Tribes with English Colonies from its Beginnings to the Lancaster Treaty of 1744
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How, then, did relationships between common Indians and Europeans fit into the
overarching political-diplomatic-economic framework? In what ways did they sustain
peace or accelerate its demise? Previous historical analysis of the social context of
Indian-European relations has invariably focused upon the relentless expansion of
colonial settlements and the land-hunger, violence, and ethnocentrism o f the settlers in
their dealings with Indians. The Scotch-Irish, in particular, have (in the words of
provincial secretary James Logan) a reputation as "audacious and disorderly" and
"troublesome settlers to the government and hard neighbors to the Indians. "9
Historians who have taken such pronouncements at face value have blinded
themselves to the complexity and ambiguity of Indian-settler relationships in
Pennsylvania. A recent essay by Maldwyn Jones advances a misleading generalization
that "continual Scotch-Irish incursions into Indian territory and blatant Scotch-Irish
disregard for Indian rights and sensibilities produced a succession of dangerous incidents
that threatened to undermine the pacific Indian policy of the ruling Quaker oligarchy."

(New York: W. W. Norton, 1984), 374-75. Some of the relevant historical literature includes Albright G.
Zimmerman, "The Indian Trade of Colonial Pennsylvania" (Ph.D. diss, University of Delaware, 1966);
Francis Paul Jennings, "Miquon's Passing: Indian-European Relations in Colonial Pennsylvania, 16741755" (Ph.D. diss., University of Pennsylvania, 1965); idem., Empire of Fortune: Crowns, Colonies &
Tribes in the Seven Years' War in America (New York: W.W. Norton, 1988); Richard White, The Middle
Ground: Indians. Empires, and Republics in the Great Lakes Region, 1650-1815 (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1991); Michael N. McConnell, A Country Between: The Upper Ohio Valiev and its
Peoples. 1724-1774 (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1992). For overviews of the literature,
see Charles C. Colley, "Indians in Colonial Pennsylvania: Historical Interpretations," The Indian Historian
7 (Winter 1974): 2-5 and Daniel K. Richter, "A Framework for Pennsylvania Indian History," Pennsylvania
History 57 (July 1990): 236-61.
9

James G. Leybum, The Scotch-Irish: A Social History (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press, 1962), 113-14, 137-38, 148, 171, 186-200,330. For other interpretations of settler-Indian relations,
see Jennings, Ambiguous Iroquois Empire. 347-50; idem., Empire of Fortune. 187-203; White, The Middle
Ground, passim; Thomas P. Slaughter, The Whiskey Rebellion: Frontier Epilogue to the American
Revolution (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1986).

10
The essay also claims that "the Scotch-Irish felt no remorse about their rough treatment
of the red men; they dismissed them as savages and heathens who were barring the way
to the advance of civilization." While these claims are partially valid for the late
eighteenth century, historians should not project the hostility and racism generated by the
wars backwards onto earlier Indian-settler relations. Such simplistic generalizations not
only fail to appreciate the complexity of Indian-settler contacts but build cultural and
spatial brick walls, when in fact Pennsylvania had an exceptionally fluid frontier "zone of
interpenetration between two previously distinct societies."10
Before the Seven Years' War, interactions between backcountry settlers and
Indians were frequent, face-to-face, largely peaceful, and had profound implications for
the society and culture of colonial Pennsylvania. In spite of numerous town studies and
analyses of ethnicity (mainly European towns and ethnicity), few historians have
attempted to analyze how contact with Indian peoples influenced the shaping of colonial
society and identity. Given the central role Indian peoples played, to consider the social
development of the colony without the Indians would be analogous to a history of
Philadelphia without the Quakers.11

10Maldwyn A. Jones, "The Scotch-Irish in British America," in Strangers Within the Realm, 294-97;
Howard Lamar and Leonard Thompson, The Frontier in History: North America and South America
Compared (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1981), 7.
11Examples of town/ethnic studies that either exclude Indians or mention them only in a wartime
context are: Stephanie Grauman Wolf, Urban Village: Population, Community, and Family Structure in
Germantown. Pennsylvania, 1683-1800 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1976); Jerome H. Wood,
Conestoga Crossroads: Lancaster. Pennsylvania. 1730-1790 (Harrisburg: Pennsylvania Historical and
Museum Commission, 1979); Michael Zuckerman, ed., Friends and Neighbors: Group Life in America's
First Plural Society (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1982). Jack P. Greene's influential Pursuits of
Happiness: The Social Development of Early Modem British Colonies and the Formation of American
Culture (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1988) neglects the Indian role in colonial social
development altogether. A few exceptions are Sally Schwartz, "A Mixed Multitude": The Struggle for

11
The German immigrant Gottlieb Mittelberger encouragingly wrote back to his
countrymen, "there are a great many savages or Indians who are in peaceful
communication with the English." Indeed, there were great numbers of local Nanticokes,
Conoys, Tutelos, Conestogas, Delawares, Shawnees, and Iroquois "frequently to be seen"
in the Pennsylvania landscape. Pennsylvania was remarkable for its fluidity of human
movement, especially the active and ubiquitous presence of Indians within the colony.
Diplomatic visits brought literally thousands of neighboring natives to Philadelphia over
the years, and they passed through innumerable colonial settlements. As Mittelberger
well knew, "every fall they come to Philadelphia in huge numbers, bringing with them
various kinds of baskets which they can weave neatly and beautifully, different kinds of
hides, and precious furs" to trade with the townsfolk. Backcountry settlers frequently
encountered Indians at their homesteads where they traded and hunted together. Iroquois
and Susquehanna Indian war parties travelling southward to attack the Catawbas or
Cherokees cut directly across Pennsylvania, often passing through the far-western
periphery of colonial settlements. Some squatters on Indian lands in the 1740s found
themselves not only targets of Indian and provincial anger but also of Indian friendship.
As historian Timothy H. Breen argues, "close analysis of specific historical contexts
directs attention precisely where it should be focused, upon particular men and women
shaping their lives in response to changing social and environmental conditions. In this

Ethnic Toleration in Colonial Pennsylvania (New York: New York University Press, 1987) and George W.
Franz, Paxton: A Study of Community Structure and Mobility in the Colonial Pennsylvania Backcountry
(New York: Garland, 1989). For an overview of the literature, see Gary B. Nash, "Social Development," in
Colonial British America. 233-61. Nash defines social development as "the history of social relations
between groups of people defined by race, gender, and class" (233).
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sense, culture is a creative process: people construct reality, spin webs of meaning, and
make choices about their lives." Encounters between Indians and colonists in
Pennsylvania forcefully reveal their views of one another, the understandings and
misunderstandings that attended their attempts at accommodation, and the processes of
cultural osmosis that resulted from their contacts.12
This thesis analyzes social and economic relationships between settlers and
Indians from 1718 to 1755 in the Pennsylvania backcountry. By the middle of the
eighteenth century, European settlements in Pennsylvania had expanded into the area
southeast of Blue or Kittatinny Mountain chain, a region that encompassed Bucks,
Chester, Lancaster, York, Cumberland, Berks, and Northampton counties. Most of this
region was a vast rural hinterland outside the core metropolitan and commercial center of
Philadelphia. Geographer James T. Lemon notes that "Philadelphia's preeminence
inhibited the establishment and growth of other urban centers, at least in the longestsettled counties." Many early frontier towns—Lancaster (1730), York (1741), Reading
(1748), Carlisle (1752), and Easton (1752)—did not come into existence until mid
century. The backcountry was only a small portion of what geographer D.W. Meinig
terms "greater Pennsylvania," "a vigorously developing region that overlapped several
political jurisdictions and included some distinct subregions." A truly regional
perspective on Indian-settler interactions includes the Pennsylvania backcountry and its
links to Delaware, Maryland, the Great Valley, the Juniata, Delaware, and upper

12

Gottlieb Mittelberger, Journey to Pennsylvania, ed. and trans. Oscar Handlin and John Clive
(Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press, 1960), 62-63; Breen, "Creative Adaptations," 197-98.
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Susquehanna River valleys, the Ohio Country, and Iroquoia.13
The year 1718 marked an important transition in the histories of both Indians and
colonists, for it was the year of "Miquon's passing" (Miquon, or "feather," was the
Delaware name for William Penn). Beginning in the 1720s, Penn's visionary Indian
policy degenerated into the crafty maneuvering of trade magnate and provincial secretary
James Logan and his proprietary successors. The year also marked the beginning of an
important trend that shaped Indian-colonist interactions for the next forty years: the
massive influx o f European immigrants to Pennsylvania. The Auswanderung of German
speaking peoples to North America numbered over eighty thousand from 1700 to 1775;
most of these German peoples disembarked at Philadelphia. Roughly equivalent
numbers of Scotch-Irish emigrated to Pennsylvania by the 1790s. The newcomers entered
a world that Europeans had visited and inhabited for over three quarters of a century.
Dutch, Swedes, and Quakers trading and settling along the Delaware River in the
seventeenth century had already laid much of the groundwork for intercultural
cooperation.14
13

James T. Lemon, The Best Poor Man's Country: A Geographical Study of Early Southeastern
Pennsylvania (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1972), 131, 122-23; D. W. Meinig, The Shaping
of America: A Geographical Perspective on 500 Years of History, vol. 1, Atlantic America, 1492-1800
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1986), 131 -44, at 143-44; E. Willard Miller, ed., A Geography of
Pennsylvania (University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1995), 17-43.
14Aaron Spencer Fogleman, Hopeful Journeys: German Immigration. Settlement, and Political Culture
in Colonial America. 1717-1775 (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1996), 1-12, 85; Farley
Grubb, "German Immigration to Pennsylvania, 1709-1820," Journal of Interdisciplinary History 20 (Winter
1990): 417-36; A.G. Roeber, '"The Origin of Whatever is Not English among Us': The Dutch-speaking and
the German-speaking Peoples of Colonial British America," and Maldwyn A. Jones, "The Scotch-Irish in
British America," in Strangers Within the Realm: Cultural Margins of the First British Empire, ed. Bernard
Bailyn and Philip D. Morgan (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1991), 220-83, 284-313;
Kenneth W. Keller, "What is Distinctive about the Scotch-Irish?" in Appalachian Frontiers: Settlement.
Society, & Development in the Preindustrial Era, ed. Robert D. Mitchell (Lexington: University Press of
Kentucky, 1991), 69-86. For seventeenth-century contacts, see C.A. Weslager, The Delaware Indians: A

14
There were four important dynamics at work relating to colonial-Indian
interactions and European immigration. First was the "timing o f transfer" o f European
immigrants. Settlers who had lived in Pennsylvania for a few decades had already
become familiar with Indians, pragmatically borrowed aspects of native cultures and
shaped them to European ends, and perhaps even superficially began to understand
Indian peoples and customs. The arrival of newcomers largely unfamiliar with Indians
also meant the arrival o f unalloyed European fears, prejudices, and suspicions of native
peoples. This incalculable effect was probably one of the most decisive: new settlers at
once renewed pressure on Indian lands and resources and eroded the fragile stability of
the common ground that existed between Indians and Europeans. In this sense,
immigration was doubly damaging to the Long Peace. As Lt. Gov. Patrick Gordon once
remarked to visiting Indians, "great numbers [of settlers] are now come in amongst us;
there are some bad People amongst all Nations, & there are some who Committ
Wickedness. These are not such good People as William Penn brought over with him,
they are loose & idle."15
A second dynamic is what James Axtell terms "reactive changes," which were
"spurred by the ubiquitous presence of the Indians as military foes and cultural foils."
Whatever attitudes common European settlers brought with them, they entered not a

History (New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 1972), 98-136; Terry Jordan and Matti Kaups,
The American Backwoods Frontier: An Ethnic and Ecological Interpretation (Baltimore: The Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1989), 53-59, 64-93, 211-32.
15Samuel Hazard, ed., Minutes of the Provincial Council of Pennsylvania. 16 vols. (Harrisburg:
Theophilus Fenn & Co., 1838-1853), 3:316 (volumes 1-3 reprinted, Philadelphia: Jo. Sevems and Co.,
1852). Hereafter cited as MPCP). Breen, "Creative Adaptations," 204-205.

15
virgin wilderness but a land saturated with many Indian peoples. Many European settlers
were simply forced to confront their own identity as a result of the changing conditions
of frontier life, the common presence of Indians, and changes in material culture. J.
Hector St. John de Crevecoeur's conclusion on settler identity was particularly accurate:
"in a few years they seem to be neither Europeans as we observe them in our flourishing
settlements nor yet natives."16
T.H. Breen suggests that "of far greater significance in explaining the ways that
peoples of different races and cultures interacted is the simple accident of locations."
Accident of location was especially prominent in Pennsylvania's settlement patterns and a
third dynamic in colonial-Indian interactions. Pennsylvania's expanding settlement
frontier, like most colonial frontiers, was notable for its many "twists and turns, its
distortions and detours on the way west." Settlement patterns usually followed the
distinct topography of southeastern Pennsylvania (e.g., the Blue Mountain and its wind
and water gaps). By the 1750s, settlers were moving north up the Susquehanna River
Valley, west along the Juniata River Valley, and south into Maryland and Virginia
through the Great Valley. They often followed convenient Indian trails and well-tramped
trade routes. Geographer D.W. Meinig comments that "the proprietors secured large
areas by treaties from the Indians, and individuals and groups ranged well beyond the
margins of general settlement in search of the best lands and locations at good price." In
the process, settlers not only displaced Indian settlers living in fertile river valleys but

16James Axtell, "The Indian Impact on English Colonial Culture," in The European and the Indian:
Essays in the Ethnohistorv of Colonial North America (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1981), 273; J.
Hector St. John de Crevecoeur, Letters from an American Farmer and Sketches of Eighteenth-Century
America, ed. Albert E. Stone (New York: Penguin Books, 1981), 376.

16
unknowingly thrust themselves into close contact with the Indians who remained nearby.
The Scotch-Irish settlers whom James Logan settled along the Susquehanna River in the
1720s discovered that their new seat was situated along major trade routes and Indian
paths leading to the four points of the compass. It is safe to assume that these settlers
either saw or interacted with Indians on an almost daily basis. German settlers attracted
to the fertile Tulpehocken Valley found themselves transversed by the Tulpehocken
Indian path, over which literally thousands of Indians travelled in their repeated visits to
Philadelphia. Only a few miles away from a group of Mennonite settlers who settled
along Pequea Creek in 1710 was the Conestoga Indian town. Only a war and a massacre
in 1763 ended almost forty-five years of peaceful coexistence.17
Ever-increasing numbers of European settlers unquestionably heightened
tensions in Indian relations, for immigration to the colony came at the expense of local
Indians. As a general policy, the provincial government tried to purchase land from the
Indians before settlement. In some cases, however, the government directed immigrants
onto unpurchased lands (for example, the Tulpehocken Valley), encouraged the Iroquois
to bully the Pennsylvania Indians into selling land, or brazenly cheated the Delawares out
of their lands near the forks of the Delaware River in the infamous "Walking Purchase"
of 1737. European intrusions onto native land and lifestyles were numerous. The loss of
hunting grounds, ecological changes, dependence upon trade goods, unprincipled traders,
and festering resentment over questionable land deals prompted most o f the Delawares
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and Shawnees to migrate to the upper Ohio Valley. The effect of their westward
movement cannot be exaggerated: it forestalled any direct confrontation over those
issues. The absence of unified Indian nations was therefore a salient aspect of the
continuance of peace. Had Pennsylvania's settlement frontier confronted Delawares and
Shawnees determined to keep their Susquehanna (rather than Ohio) lands inviolate, the
frontier wars of the 1750s and 1760s might well have occurred much earlier.18
Yet Indians did not instantly retire westward in the face o f a Turnerian line of
colonial settlements. Some Delawares, Shawnees, and Conestogas remained east of the
Appalachians where they intended "to live & dye where they are now settled." Some
Okehocking and Brandywine Delawares and the Conestogas, for example, tenaciously
remained in their homelands well into the 1720s and beyond. Furthermore, Indians
displaced from the Delaware watershed often resettled in the Juniata and Susquehanna
River valleys in towns such as Shamokin, Kishacoquillas, and Nescopeck. The
Tuscaroras, Nanticokes, Tutelos, and Conoys, weakened by warfare and disease,
migrated northward into Pennsylvania in the early 1700s under the auspices of the Five
Nations. The Tuscaroras became the sixth nation in 1722 and the Iroquois deployed the
other groups along the upper branches of the Susquehanna to shield the "soft underbelly"
of Iroquoia. As different native peoples coalesced, the Susquehanna Indian towns took
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on a decidedly multiethnic character.19
Although it is impossible to gauge the numbers, many individual Indians or
Indian families undoubtedly continued to live and work among the colonists' homes and
farms throughout the colonial period. An oral tradition of descendants of early Lancaster
County settlers records that "white settlers frequently hired Indians to help around the
farm. In return for such tasks as chopping wood, hunting, fishing or plowing, the farmers
always insisted that the Indians receive a satisfactory and just compensation." The
occasional glimpses in the historical record of individual Indians in the landscape
corroborates much of this oral tradition. Many colonists, such as the Moravian bishop
August Gottlieb Spangenberg, commonly encountered Indians along backcountry roads
and paths. While riding through the Tulpehocken Valley in 1745, Spangenberg "found
encamped a family of Indians" who provided the Moravian party with "some spits hill of
venison." Perhaps as an adaptive response to expanding European settlements, some
Indians, such as the Lenape woman Hannah Freeman and her family, cast their lot with
the colonists. Hannah "was born in a Cabin on William Webb's place" in 1730 or 1731.
She and her family continued to live with and work among the colonists through most of
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the eighteenth century (she died in 1802). These and other examples suggest that the
cultural landscape of colonial Pennsylvania has yet to be fully uncovered.20
A fourth frontier dynamic, especially visible in Pennsylvania, was the process of
intercultural penetration, borrowing, and sharing that resulted in many "adaptive
changes" in early American society. Most recent historical scholarship focuses upon the
European impact on native societies without considering (borrowing the title of James
Axtell's essay) the "Indian Impact upon English Colonial Culture." When they mention
changes in European cultures, historians often assume that Europeans borrowed and
transformed aspects of Indian culture (material or otherwise) without showing how and in
what context the borrowing occurred. The quintessential example is hunting. It seems
axiomatic that "Indianized" frontiersmen gained proficiency in woodland ways from
Indian hunters, yet historical analysis often neglects the most important process: Indians
and colonists interacting with one another in a particular setting. The sparse sources, of
course, do not usually explicitly illuminate these and other pedagogical frontier
processes. At the very least, however, the historian can demonstrate where, when, and
why frontiersmen interacted with Indian hunters, as historian John Mack Faragher has
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done in his splendid biography of that model pupil of Indian teachers, Daniel Boone.21
Faragher also notes that Boone's Quaker upbringing and his encounters with
Indians in Pennsylvania had a lasting influence upon his cultural attitudes: "unlike so
many of his peers, he never became an Indian hater." Although the sources are usually
ambiguous, frontier interactions can shed a dim light on the nature of European and
Indian attitudes towards one another. Most European immigrants probably came to
America with preformed pejorative attitudes, but they were neither rigid nor inflexible.
"Ideas that people held concerning members of other groups," T.H. Breen argues, "are
best regarded as loose, even inchoate bundles of opinion." The prevalence of peaceful
and non-violent Indian-European encounters and the everyday presence o f Indians in the
Pennsylvania landscape calls into question endemic violence and "Indian hating" as the
dominant paradigms of backcountry cultural relations. Tales of frontier violence should
not obscure the fact that on the day of the Paxton Massacre (December 14, 1763), half of
the Conestoga Indians were away selling traditional crafts among the inhabitants. The
stereotypical, Indian-hating, Scotch-Irish "Paxton Boy" did not live in splendid isolation
from neighboring Indians before 1755. Rather, Paxton's location along major Indian
paths and trade routes ensured that settlers would interact frequently with the natives.
The Scotch-Irish, as James Logan observed, may have made "hard neighbours to the
Indians," but frontier crimes were the exception rather than the rule before 1755. It is
safe to argue that "popular attitudes about race and culture did not determine the
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character of human interaction" in colonial Pennsylvania. The common presence of
Indians in the colonial landscape and the absence of widespread violence suggests that a
tenuous stability existed in Indian-settler relationships. Colonial-Indian encounters
reveal the ways in which the central characteristic of backcountry cultural interactions
was ambivalence: friendship, harmony, trust, understanding, and amity always coexisted
with antagonism, suspicion, fear, misunderstanding, and enmity and the slightest weight
was enough to tip the scales of the balance to either side.22
Outside the scope of this essay is the effect that Pennsylvania's many religious
groups had on backcountry attitudes towards Indians. In addition to the high frequency
of peaceful, non-violent encounters, the common presence of pacifist religious groups in
the backcountry stand as a caveat against generalizations about frontier violence and
"Indian hating". Quakers and German radical pietist sects such as Schwenkfelders,
Moravians, Mennonites, Dunkers, and Amish settled virtually everywhere in the
Pennsylvania backcountry. These religious folk may have viewed the Indians as
"savages" just as their more worldly neighbors did. But non-violent Quakers, or
"Friends," were more likely to deal with Indians in a kindlier fashion than other colonists
in day-to-day interactions. Indians appear to have recognized the difference: As the
Quaker merchant Israel Pemberton boasted in late 1758, "in all the Desolation on our
Frontiers, not one Friend we have heard of, has been slain nor carried captive." In
addition, Pennsylvania's "fields" seemed white for harvest to many Christian missionaries
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throughout the eighteenth century. Moravians, in particular, proved to be effective
missionaries to the Indians and played an integral role in bridging the cultural divide.
Religion is also a vivid illustration of the ways in which the Indian presence forced
colonists to confront their own identity. After a chance meeting with a "regulus or Indian
king," the Lutheran minister Henry Melchior Muhlenberg reflected on himself and his
society, echoing one of the most common themes of the colonial period: the Indians
"think we are to be deplored, which is true, in so far as we have the light and for the most
part do not walk in the light, but love darkness more than the light! "23
During the 1740s the Presbyterian missionary David Brainerd preached to various
Indian peoples in both New Jersey and Pennsylvania. Jonathan Edwards's account The
Life of David Brainerd (based on Brainerd's journals) illustrates how Christian
missionary work created bonds between Christian and non-Christian Indians and
backcountry folk. Brainerd's experiences also demonstrate how Christianity
simultaneously had a divisive effect on intercultural relations in Pennsylvania: Christian
missions may have bridged the eighteenth-century cultural divide, but they created
tensions as well. Brainerd, for example, enjoyed modest missionary success in New
Jersey, but most of the Indians he encountered held prejudices against and deep
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suspicions of Christianity and its hypocritical practitioners. When Brainerd preached to
Delawares along the west branch of the Susquehanna, he unknowingly witnessed the
early signs of nativist movements that would later revitalize many Indian groups.
Brainerd met an unknown Indian prophet, "a devout and zealous reformer, or rather
restorer o f what he supposed was the ancient religion of the Indians. "24
On the other hand, Brainerd often preached to mixed audiences of Indians and
German and Scotch-Irish backcountry settlers thirsting for spiritual guidance. Preaching
at Craig's Settlement near the Lehigh River, Brainerd noted that "sundry of the careless
white people now present were awakened (or at least startled), seeing the power of God
SC"1

so prevalent among the Indians." On another occasion, "the pious people of the English
. . . seemed refreshed with seeing the Indians worship God in that solemn and devout
manner." Brainerd probably came to view the interaction of Indians with Christians with
ambivalence. Preaching to Nanticokes on Juniata Island at the mouth of the river,
Brainerd (who could not yet speak Indian languages) happily discovered that "many of
them understand the English language considerably well, having formerly lived in some
part of Maryland among or near the white people." On the other hand, he encountered a
few Indians "who had frequently lived among the Quakers" and had distressingly
"imbibed some of the Quakers' errors; especially the fundamental one" of the Inner Light.
Brainerd found that Indians who had discovered the Inner Light were "much worse to
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deal with than those who are wholly under pagan darkness." Other colonists besides
Quakers entertained Indians: Brainerd complained of Indians who "used upon Christmas
days to drink and revel among some of the white people" of the Crossweeksung area (in
western New Jersey near the Delaware River).25
Brainerd's brief missionary sojourn in Pennsylvania and New Jersey illuminates
the largely peaceful interactions between Indians and Europeans in the backcountry.
Brainerd's missions were only one of many places where two peoples intersected.
Europeans met Indians on the paths and roads to and from Philadelphia, at their
homesteads, in the woods, at trading locales such as grist mills and taverns, and on the
margins of European settlements where only squatters dared to tread. The eighteenthcentury Pennsylvania frontier was a world in flux, as peoples and goods easily moved
back and forth across its permeable and often blurry boundaries.
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CHAPTER II
ROADSIDE DIPLOMACY:
INDIANS AND SETTLERS ON THE PATHS TO PHILADELPHIA

Richard Thomas, a backcountry settler living in Whiteland township, felt certain
that he had met and entertained royalty, "the king of the five nations," to be exact. An
Iroquois sachem and his people took up "their Lodging near to his [Thomas's] house,
whear they Resided about fore days and nights" in July 1727. Thomas was hospitable
and supplied them with everything he had. So did his neighbors, who contributed "to
their necessitys what they could." But Thomas and his neighbors were "few and poore"
and "could not supply [the Indians] to [the] full." If the situation was in any way
amicable, the hungry Indians' killing of one of Thomas's cows quickly brought it to a
grinding halt. Even two days after the Indians departed, Thomas was still boiling over
the incident and desired a "Warrant to apprehend the said Indians." But the local justice
who initially received Thomas's petition, though, discovered that the Indians "had a
Letter of Credit from the Governour to all persons to supply them with what they
wanted." The incident introduces many of the salient aspects of Indian-settler contact on
the paths to and from Philadelphia.26
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The "Chain of Friendship," the overarching political-economic-diplomatic
framework that bound together the Six Nations, other Indian peoples, and Pennsylvania,
ensured that there would be a degree of personal interaction between ordinary colonists
and Indians. Simply put, every time a Indian delegation came to "brighten the chain of
friendship" in Philadelphia, they passed through innumerable colonial settlements and
interacted with the colonists. The colonists slammed neither their doors nor their shutters
on the approach of Indian delegations (which often numbered in the hundreds and
included men, women, and children). On the paths and roads to Philadelphia, Indians
and colonists traded, communicated, ate, drank, and slept with one another; they also
stole from, cheated, threatened, and killed one another. The "chain of friendship" could
be either well oiled as a result of amicable cultural interactions or dangerously rusted by
the time the Indians arrived at Philadelphia. Indians and Europeans had to adjust to one
another's presence, and their interactions illuminate key cultural similarities, differences,
and misunderstandings. On the paths and roads leading to Philadelphia and in the city
itself, one rubric of William Penn's treaty with the Indians reached a tense, ambivalent
fulfillment: "that the doors of the Christians Houses should be open to the Indians . . . &
they should make each other welcome as their Friends."27
Perhaps one of the greatest understatements of the colonial period was the
Pennsylvania Assembly's message to the governor in 1749: "We observe [the Indians']
frequent visits put the Province to considerable charge." The provincial government
always provided "for [their] entertainment while they remained in Town," a
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responsibility that grew doubly distressing and expensive to frugal colonial magistrates
as the weeks wore on. In 1742, for example, a delegation of Iroquois, "not to exceed
Fifty in whole, were invited down by the Proprietary." But because the Iroquois were
"held in great Esteem amongst all our neighbouring Indians," local Shawnees, Delawares,
Conestogas, and Conoys swelled the number of Indians in the city to over 230. By the
end of the conference the government had expended roughly £590.28
The province had to arrange for food, housing, entertainment, medical treatment,
and blacksmiths to repair the Indians' guns and hatchets, in addition to doling out copious
amounts of trade goods in return for Indian gifts of peltry; Indians often requested horses
and wagons to transport everything home as well. The government seems to have
billeted the visiting Indians in private individuals' homes, taverns, or inns. When the
throng of over two hundred Iroquois, Delawares, and Shawnees came to the city in 1742,
the authorities were overwhelmed. They lamented to the Indians, "we wish there had
been more Room and better Houses provided for your Entertainment." "'Tis true," they
admitted, "there are a great Many Houses in Town, but as the Property of other people,
who have their own families to take Care of, it is difficult to procure lodgings for a large
Number of people." The Iroquois, appreciating the hospitality of their Christian hosts,
recognized that the homes they had stayed in were not as "clean and in Order" as when
they first arrived; they presented a few skins to the colonial authorities to "make your
Houses Clean."29
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Indian expenses stretched far beyond the city limits of Philadelphia, for the
money trail littered the Indians' entire route through the backcountry. After diplomatic
conferences, some o f the most overworked government officials were not the governor,
provincial secretary, or interpreters but rather the Committee on Public Accounts that
handled the funds for Indian expenses. With the arrival and departure of Indian
delegations, the committee usually received a flurry of complaints and requests for
reimbursement from townsfolk and backcountry settlers (usually for damages). The
committee's records not only reveal the fiscal woes of the government but provide a list
of the types o f interactions between ordinary Indians and backcountry settlers.
The Committee's records represent only the negative side of the encounters: were
it not for the fact that Indians killed one of Richard Thomas's cows, the fact that they and
nearby settlers had peaceably coexisted for four days would have been lost to history.
Although fraught with tension and misunderstanding, most Indian-settler interactions
were peaceful economic exchanges like that of Sassoonan, the famous Delaware sachem:
he was "in want of provisions, [and] received ten bushels of meal from a miller on
Tulpehocken Creek." Conrad Weiser, the provincial interpreter, an important diplomat
and cultural intermediary, and an astute observer of backcountry life, reported that the
Onondaga sachem Canasatego, on his way to Philadelphia in 1749, "for the most part of
the time Kept drunk he paying for ligquor to Some of the hungry tavern Keepers."
Colonists pastured the Indians' horses, allowed them to encamp on their farms, provided
meat, bread, beer, and cider, medical treatment, and performed innumerable services for
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travelling Indians.30
Potentially damaging incidents between Indians and colonists attracted the
attention of the provincial government. Farmers most often complained of minor
offenses such as Indians stealing or killing their livestock, helping themselves to
tempting orchards and cornfields, and "barking" the farmers’ trees for shelters. Settlers
undoubtedly resented the Indians’ damage to their property, especially when such
offenses seemed chronic. Lt. Gov. James Hamilton warned an Iroquois delegation in
1749 to "Chastise your unruly Indians, . . . or they will certainly draw on them the
resentment of the Country People, who will not be restrain'd from taking vengeance."
Violent incidents occurred during Indian-settler interactions and could quickly become
diplomatic confrontations. When a travelling Iroquois "Struck a White man with his
Hatchit and offered to Stick a Nother with his Knife," a gang of colonists returned and
pummeled the offending Indian: "he could hardly walk," Conrad Weiser reported. When
an Iroquois warrior was murdered on the way to Philadelphia, the Iroquois delegation
believed that the culprits were "the White People at whose House the Indians got
Liquors" (drunken Indians were the apparent murderers). The provincial officials were
usually quick to attribute any crimes or depredations to "the rude behaviour of the
Indians." Ironically, the government contributed to the rash of negative incidents by
consistently giving "provisions and Gallons of Rum" to the Indians at the conclusion of
every conference to "Comfort them upon the Road." Many colonists, such as the
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indentured servant William Moraley, thus encountered drunken Indians "in the Fields in
their Return, . . . so drunk, that they could not stir from the Place." In their attempts to
meet the Indians' requests for rum on the return journey, provincial rulers failed to
appreciate how a small trickle of rum could turn into a freshet of hostility and violence.31
The traveling Indians had a different perspective on their interactions with
backcountry settlers. An anonymous Six Nations spokesman revealed that two alien
economic mentalities were the more fundamental cause o f settler-Indian conflicts. He
addressed the Provincial Council in 1737 that "amongst them there is never any victuals
sold, the Indians give to each other freely what they can spare, but if they come among
our People they can have none without paying." Conrad Weiser, however, responded
that Europeans have "distinct Properties & Interests, & none of us can demand from
another Victuals or any thing of the kind without payment." Many of Weiser's
contemporaries observed and were recipients of Indian hospitality. As the naturalist John
Bartram noted during his journey from Philadelphia to Onondaga:
[Indian] hospitality is agreeable to the honest simplicity of antient times and is so
punctually adhered to, that not only what is already dressed is immediately set
before a traveller, but the most pressing business is postponed to prepare the best
they can get for him, keeping it as a maxim that he must always be hungry.32
The Indians expected reciprocal treatment when they came to white settlements. As their
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diplomatic imagery showed, the Indians were in alliance with Pennsylvania and the
inhabitants thereof. In addition, many Six Nations embassies had travelled through
many Susquehanna Indian towns that had long been centers of hospitality. As a
Moravian at Shamokin reported, "many strange Indians pass through the town whom
they must feed." The contrast between the hospitality o f the Susquehanna towns and lack
of openhanded hospitality among the Christians' settlements must have been starkly
apparent to travelling Iroquois. Farmers jealously guarded "their" trees, orchards,
livestock, and crops when Indians tried to "steal" them. The Indians' frustration was
clearly evident in the Iroquois speaker's speech.33
Yet the colonists' misunderstandings of the intricacies of Indian reciprocity
customs should not be overly emphasized. Neighborliness and reciprocal obligations
also bound contemporary English society together. It was the conjunction of similar
hospitality ethics that enabled setters and the Indians to interact peaceably. Although
there was disagreement between them, it was more often over different conceptions of
property and monetary exchange rather than a fundamental inability of colonists to
understand Indian notions of hospitality. Richard Thomas petitioned the government not
for the expenses of feeding hungry Indians for four days and nights, but only for his cow
that the Indians had killed.34
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Colonial-Indian interactions in Philadelphia itself are worthy of a short
digression, if only because many newly arriving immigrants may have caught their first
glimpse of Indians in its streets and taverns. Mutual curiosity underlay Indian-colonial
meetings in the city. Diplomatic proceedings in the Quaker Meeting House were
secondarily spectator events for the townsfolk. Virtually every conference had "a vast
audience that filled the House & all its Galleries." Many European commentators were
particularly taken by the Indians' masterful oratory and favorably compared it to the
Romans'. Newspapers and magazines featured articles on aspects of Indian diplomacy
and customs. For native peoples who had never seen the strange houses, shops, churches,
and ships of the Europeans, Philadelphia probably became synonymous with wonder.
Indians had ample opportunity to explore the city. Conrad Weiser, for example, once
treated visiting Indians to a tour of a ship at anchor in the Delaware River.35
Most interactions between ordinary Philadelphians and Indians left few
documentary tracks. It seems likely that Indians wandered about the stores and shops of
the city, trading, window shopping, or "stealing" unattended goods. Weiser's cryptic
rendition of Iroquois sachems' remarks suggests as much: "those [Indians] that have ben
in Philadelfy tells us your goods lye allone if was upon the street about the shops where
the Shop Keepers Sells, we desire that it may be Kept in house while we are there it may
be seen for all when the shop is open we will be very carefull hoping the same o f you."
There can be no doubt that Indians visited taverns and inns to purchase and trade for
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liquor or other goods. Colonial officials constantly complained about Indians "much
disordered by liquor" wandering about the city; the same officials knew that the Indians
"have been furnished with [liquor] from some of the low Tipling Houses in this City,
contrary to the Laws of this Government. "36
Witham Marshe, a Maryland delegate who attended the 1744 Treaty of Lancaster,
provided a vivid illustration of cultural encounters among elite eighteenth-century
Philadelphians. Marshe conversed with the seventy-year-old metis Madame Montour, a
woman of French and Algonkin parentage who could still speak French and had learned
English as a result of her frequent visits to Philadelphia and in conversations with English
traders. This "white Indian" fascinated some elite Philadelphians:
She is in great esteem with the best sort of white people, and by them always
treated with abundance of civility; and whenever she went to Philadelphia, (which
formerly she did pretty often) the ladies of that city always invited her to their
houses, entertained her well, and made her several presents.
Both Marshe and the elite women of Philadelphia were fascinated with this novel French
woman who was "almost an Indian," formerly married to a prominent Iroquois warrior
and yet able to appear "a handsome woman, genteel, and of polite address." Indian
material culture was surely an object of curiosity for elite Pennsylvanians as well.
Travelling through Philadelphia in 1760, the Anglican vicar Andrew Burnaby noticed
Indian artifacts preserved at the State House. "They have a small collection of medals
and medallions, and a few other curiosities, such as the skin of a rattle-snake killed at
Surinam twelve feet long; and several Northern Indian habits made of furs and skins."
36
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While elite Pennsylvanians collected rare Indian artifacts, the peoples that Marshe would
have termed "the lower sort" were also busy exchanging material goods with local
Indians in backcountry locales.37

37[Witham Marshe], "Witham Marshe's Journal of the Treaty Held with the Six Nations By the
Commissioners of Maryland, and Other Provinces, at Lancaster, Pennsylvania, June 1744," Collections of
the Massachusetts Historical Society. (1800), 1st ser., vol. 7: 189-91; Andrew Burnaby, Travels Through
the Middle Settlements in North-America in the Years 1759 and 1760. With Observations on the State of
the Colonies (London: T. Payne, 1775), 44; see also "Couc, Elizabeth?" by William A. Hunter, DCB 3:
147-48.
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CHAPTER III
"THOSE LITLE TRADERS":
INDIANS, SETTLERS, AND BACKCOUNTRY ECONOMIC EXCHANGES

Despite James T. Lemon's emphasis on "the 'liberal' middle-class [and market]
orientation" o f Pennsylvania farmers, many early settlers sought only economic selfsufficiency. According to Lemon, "farmers of'middling' status sold between a third and a
half or more of their production" in commercial markets after 1740. Colonists exchanged
or bartered some of the remaining half to two thirds of nonmarket production with their
local community and Indians who frequently visited their plantations. Colonists and
Indians engaged in a spectrum of economic relationships that ranged from the simple
sharing of food, provisions, clothing, and animal skins over friendly visits to the full
blown exchange o f furs, alcohol, and even trade goods. A "frontier exchange economy"
thus characterized the Pennsylvania backcountry for much o f its early development.
Historian Daniel H. Usner, Jr. defines such an economy as a regional phenomenon
consisting of "networks of cross-cultural economic interaction through which native and
colonial groups circulated goods and services." In a cultural sense, as Usner argues, the
quotidian was often the most significant, for "everyday interaction in this frontier
exchange economy encouraged cultural osmosis among the participants."38
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As a result of their economic and social interactions, Indian and settler
communities gradually bore a certain superficial resemblance. Indians and settlers relied
upon similar means of subsistence—small-scale horticulture and hunting—and participated
in a common hunting culture. Joseph Doddridge, an early Pennsylvania settler, recalled
that "fiir and peltry were the people's money. They had nothing else to give in exchange
for rifles, salt, iron" and other necessities. Settlers coveted the same fertile river valleys
and abundant hunting lands that the Indians inhabited. A similar economy and frequent
interaction also led to a shared material culture. Many settlers adopted Indian apparel
such as moccasins, hunting shirts, and leggings and learned from Indian or experienced
Euroamericans the art of hunting. Indian foodways, folk medicine, and folk beliefs also
made entree into the settlers' repertoire.39
In the short term, the similarities between Indians and Europeans living in a
common backcountry area may have bridged or masked important cultural differences.
Settlers also exhibited a dependence upon Indian skills, knowledge, and labor to survive
in a frontier region. In the long term, as the dependency gradually wore off, these
commonalities contained the seeds of conflict. As historian Richard White asserts for
late-eighteenth-century Pennsylvania, "conflict between the two groups was thus chronic,
not just because each group understood the world and their place in it in very different
terms but also because the economic basis and political organization of the two worlds
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were so close." Whatever outward similarities Europeans and Indians shared, the inward
ones were few, and they mattered the most.40
The prototypical example of Indians visiting and trading at European farmsteads
is Daniel Boone's experience growing up in Pennsylvania in the 1730s and 1740s.
Faragher notes that Boone's Quaker father "enjoyed a reputation among the Indians for
befriending natives" and providing provisions and lodging for passing Indians. The
sachem Sassoonan and twenty-five other Delawares once called at the Boones' on their
way to Philadelphia. The Boone homestead at Exeter, in fact, lay astride the Perkiomen
path, which ran from Manangy's Town (modern-day Reading) to Philadelphia. Young
Daniel "had numerous opportunities to see and meet the native peoples of many tribes,
and discussion of their visits was surely a subject around the tables of his kinfolk."41
Other colonists and travellers besides Boone interacted with neighboring Indians.
Charles Stuart, an inhabitant of the Great Cove Valley in Cumberland County, hosted
numerous Indian guests over the years. Indian warriors took Stuart captive in 1755 and
were preparing to kill him when the Delaware warrior Shingas objected. Stuart proudly
recalled how Shingas reminded his comrades that Stuart "had Lived on the Frontiers and
that their People had Frequently Calld at [his] House in their Passing and Repassing
between Aughwick & Fort Cumberland and had Always been supplied with Proviss[ions]
and what they wanted Both for themselves & Creatures without Ever Chargeing them
anything for it." Even as late as the 1760s, Edward Bell, a settler who spent his

40White, The Middle Ground. 341.
41Faragher, Daniel Boone. 17-19; Paul A.W. Wallace, Indian Paths of Pennsylvania (Harrisburg:
Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission, 1965), 127-28.
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childhood in the Juniata Valley, recollected that "the Indians frequently came to our
house to swap venison or skins for bread or meal." The Indians "were very friendly often
taking me up on their knees to keep me from being afraid of them." But some encounters
were decidedly not as friendly. One of the first Scotch-Irish settlers of the Juniata Valley
in the early 1750s, James Patterson, allegedly tried to intimidate friendly Indians coming
to trade with feats of long-distance marksmanship. Patterson soon had a few human
targets to fire at, for when the Seven Years' War began in 1755, the Indians "no longer
visited his settlement on the friendly mission of bartering furs and venison for rum and
tobacco."42
Europeans living near the Conestoga Indians found them to be amicable
neighbors. The Conestogas, according to an early nineteenth-century source, were "very
intimate with and much attached to the whites—naming their children after their favourite
neighbours." Rhoda Barber, the Quaker daughter of Robert Barber, Jr. o f Wright's Ferry,
grew up near the Conestoga Indian town. She recalled that they "were entirely peaceable
and seemed as much afraid of other Indians as the whites were." Rhoda's brother and
sister "used to be whole days with them" when the Conestogas "had their cabins by the
little mill" (James Wright's grist mill).43
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The Moravian bishop John Christopher Frederick Cammerhofs journal offers a
revealing glimpse of the larger Susquehanna Valley world that Indians and Europeans
shared. During his missionary journeys to Shamokin in January 1748, Cammerhof
observed Indians and settlers trading and communicating. Cammerhof and his
companions inquired of some Indian traders at Harris's Ferry how to find the path to
Shamokin obscured by heavy blankets of snow. The traders told them to "follow a trail
left in the snow by a party of Indians, who had a few days ago come down to the mill
[Chambers'] above the Ferry." This mill, and perhaps many other backcountry mills,
were convenient places for Indians to barter skins for grain (an unlicensed Indian trader,
Simon Girty, lived near Chambers' Mill). When Cammerhof reached Chambers' Mill, he
spoke with its owners, perhaps learning of the famous visitors who had previously been
there. In 1747 Conrad Weiser treated the Oneida sachem Shikellamy "at the house of
Joseph Chambers, in Paxton, with two of [Shikellamy's] sons and a man of note from
Cainckquon Country" named "Sca-yenties." Cammerhofs short-lived competitor, the
Presbyterian missionary David Brainerd, lodged at Chambers' Mill in 1746, where he
"was much afflicted in the evening with an ungodly crew, drinking, swearing, etc."
Brainerd preferred sleeping alone in the woods the next night.44
Later in his travels, Cammerhof encountered "two Indian squaws, who lived fifty
miles above Shamokin, returning from Chambers' Mill," perhaps toting grain or liquor.
Continuing northward along the Shamokin path, he "passed the plantations of several

44John W. Jordan, ed., "Bishop J.C.F. Cammerhofs Narrative of a Journey to Shamokin, Penna., in the
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Shikellamy); Edwards, The Life of David Brainerd, 420. Simon Girty is listed as an unlicensed trader in
1748 in PA, 1st ser., 2: 14.
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squatters," but did not indicate whether the many Indian travellers on the path ever
visited them. Nearing Shamokin, the Moravian learned that peoples living along the
Susquehanna shared the same diseases. Trader Thomas McKee told him that "during the
past summer . . . probably one-half of the settlers living along the river died from fever
and a cough, and that even now many still lay sick." Cammerhof finally reached his
destination and quickly befriended Shikellamy to lay the foundations for Christianity.
But Cammerhof noticed Indians who were physically, not spiritually, hungry. One
Indian complained to the Moravians, "I have been in Shamokin nearly two days and have
visited in all the houses, yet no one has offered me anything to eat."45
Two other Moravian missionaries, David Zeisberger and John Martin Mack,
discovered that there was another reason other than wintertime why this Indian had so
much difficulty in getting something to eat. The previous summer [1748], the Indians
living along the north and west branches of the Susquehanna experienced a famine.
Famines and food shortages were seasonal phenomena in the valley, but the constant
human current along the Susquehanna—rum-bearing traders, Iroquois warriors, and
colonial travellers—diminished the availability of foodstuffs in Indian towns. Zeisberger
and Mack found deserted cabins and "not a soul about" early in their travels; but the
sparsity of Indians was not due to disease alone. When they finally encountered a hut
filled with Indians battling smallpox, an old woman told them that "the others had been
driven by famine to the white settlements." Nearly every Indian that the Moravians
conversed with said that "their young people had been gone several weeks to the

45Jordan, "Cammerhof s Narrative," 167-68, 173.
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settlements to procure provisions." In times of scarcity, rather than going to traders hated
for their debauchery and exploitation, many Indians probably bartered directly with
colonial farmers and millers.46
Thirsty Indians also came to colonists' homes and taverns. These visits may also
have stemmed from a desire to avoid unscrupulous traders, but the Indians' thirst for
liquor was met by the settlers' hunger for profit. A few settlers participated in the Indian
trade (technically illegal) and may have precipitated alienation and disaffection among
the Indians. As for tavern keepers, they "dabbled in the Indian trade" as early as the
1680s. One could easily point to a litany of laws forbidding settlers trading alcohol to
Indians (except at their "dwelling Houses and Places of Residence with their Families").47
A better illustration of settlers trading alcohol and other goods comes from
Conrad Weiser's visit to an Indian encampment at Aughwick, the trading post of George
Croghan, in August 1754. Weiser urged the governor to make Croghan the distributor of
government provisions, for it was "a surprizing thing that no means can be found to
prevent the Inhabitants in Cumberland County from selling strong liquor to the Indians."
Apart from the settlers, Weiser identified two chief culprits: Lewis Montour, Madame
Montour's son, disturbed the Indian families "by bringing strong Liquor to them . . . He
sends Indians to the Inhabitants to fetch it for him." Weiser was also "credibly informed
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that some of the Magistrates of that County sells the most," and denounced one of their
number who happened to be at Aughwick as an "old hypocrite.1,48
Another potent illustration o f settler/Indian trading comes from George Croghan,
who seems to have keenly felt the illegal competition. When he received word that the
government contemplated moving the Indians from his post at Aughwick to the mouth of
the Juniata River, Croghan vigorously objected in a letter to the governor. "As to
moveing the Indians to the Mouth of Juniata," Croghan wrote, "I think it a very improper
Place for this Reason:
it is settled with a Set of White Men that make their living by trading with the
Indians that is settled on the River Sasquehannah and sells them little else but
Spirits, so that it would be impossible to keep those Indians from spending all
their Cloathing and then they would be forever teazing your Honour for Goods.
Since Croghan clearly had other interests at stake (his trading post), his portrayal of
settlers as selling "little else but Spirits" may be misleading.49
Settler-traders trafficked commodities other than liquor. Perhaps no other
ecological effect of European settlement was more distressing to the natives than the
decline o f deer, bear, and fur-bearing animals that were vital to the Indians for food,
clothing, and trade. European invasions o f Indian hunting lands and Europeans hunting
on them threatened to overturn peace. As a result of increased dependence upon
European trade goods, the Indians themselves hastened the decline of local game
populations. They hunted deer with greater frequency and intensity and often at longer

48MPCP, 6: 148-51.
49Ibid., 6: 218-19.
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distances. But the Indians' own depletion of game was only part of the equation. Indians
living near European settlements correctly noted that colonists' unpenned livestock
competed with deer for forage. In addition, the natives complained of a growing
preponderance of settlers who competed with them for subsistence.50
Shikellamy, the Oneida Iroquois sachem living at Shamokin who "supervised" the
Shawnees for the Six Nations, informed the Provincial Council in August 1740 that "your
young Men have killed so many Deer, Beavers, Bears, and Game of all sorts, that we can
hardly find any for ourselves." In spite of acts "to prevent the Killing o f Deer out of
Season and against carrying Guns and Hunting by Persons not qualified," the
Pennsylvania government was seemingly powerless to halt the encroachments on Indian
hunting grounds "We cannot restrain our Inhabitants from Killing Deer in the Woods,"
the Provincial Council confessed. Instead, it suggested to Shikellamy and his delegation
that they could halt the decline of local game by "refusing to have any sort of Trade with
those litle Traders."51
"Those litle traders," the Council noted, were "very numerous" settlers turned
hunter-traders who "without any Authority from any Government take a few trifling
Goods and go into the Woods to sell them," adding that they "get a litle more by killing
some Deer themselves." The Council implored the Indians to turn these illegal traders
back into farmers:

50MPCP 4: 571; William Cronon, Changes in the Land: Indians. Colonists, and the Ecology of New
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Many of them would not think it worth their while to go only to Hunt without that
they made some small advantage of their trifling Cargo, which if they could not
sell they would stay at home and till the Ground.52
So invidious had this situation become by 1760 that some colonists feared that
their compatriots' persistent invasions of Indian hunting grounds would lead to renewed
fighting. The Pennsylvania government had only recently signed the 1758 peace treaty at
Easton with the Ohio Indians and eastern Delawares, which ended three long years of
bloody frontier warfare. In two separate petitions, settlers in Berks County and "a
number o f inhabitants over and about the Blue Mountains" warned the Assembly to halt
these incursions. Both sets o f petitioners noted that "large Companies of Hunters from
neighboring Counties" had gone into the woods to pursue deer and other game. Even
though the settlers beyond Blue Mountain "were formerly driven by the Indians from
their settlements, and are again returned to them," they did not appear resentful of
Indians. Rather, they were cognizant of the Indians' perspective, fearing that "the Indians
should take Offence, and the Petitioners be again exposed to their Resentment." The
Berks county petitioners called the trespassing hunters "imprudent" and "a growing evil."
They lamented that trespassing on Indians' hunting grounds resulted in "great Damage
[to] and Displeasure of the Indians, as such Practice deprives them of that subsistence
which they believe intended by Providence for them only." These documents
demonstrate that some colonists were consciousness of their role in maintaining peaceful
relations with Indians and desired to reach an accommodation with them to avoid further
violence.53
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CHAPTER IV
"THEY WILL MUTUALLY SUPPORT EACH OTHER":
SQUATTERS AND INDIANS IN THE JUNIATA AND SUSQUEHANNA VALLEYS

Settlers—squatters, mostly—living on the periphery of European settlement near
the Susquehanna and Juniata rivers encountered Indian diplomats of a different nature:
predominantly Iroquois war parties passing through Pennsylvania on their way to attack
Indians of the Carolina Piedmont. Susquehanna Indians and Shawnees often joined the
Iroquois expeditions as well. Since the Iroquois targets were usually allies of Virginia,
the Six Nations and Virginia routinely feuded with one another. Pennsylvanians, on the
other hand, seem to have worked out a tense accommodation with the Iroquois warriors,
who often camped near colonial farmsteads and bartered with the inhabitants for food and
supplies. During a journey to Onondaga in 1737, for example, Conrad Weiser
encountered an Iroquois warrior north of Shamokin. The warrior's destitute and ragged
condition was due in part to a raid against southern Indians that had gone awry and the
fact that he "had squandered a part of his property drinking with the Irish." As Lt. Gov.
Morris summarized to the Six Nations' Council in 1755 (with diplomatic panache), "our
people lived without arms—they thought that there was [no] need of Arms, being secure
of the Friendship of the Indians. The warriors of all Nations passed and re-passed and
never hurt them, but partook of what they had." One incident in particular casts a bright
light on the nature of interactions between settlers on the periphery and the Six Nations'
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war parties.54
During the winter of 1742-1743, Virginia settlers initiated a skirmish with an
Iroquois war party heading south. There were casualties on both sides. Both the incident
and resulting rumors threatened to engulf the Virginia backcountry into a war with
vengeance-seeking Iroquois. Lt. Gov. George Thomas of Pennsylvania felt certain that
his province's backcountry would be swallowed up in the war as well: "[The Iroquois]
will expect provisions, &t., as usual from the Inhabitants, and if denied them, . . . it is not
improbable but they may resent it in their usual Barbarous manner, and force Us into the
War too." Rumors of possible Indian attacks plagued the nervous Pennsylvanians.
Governor Thomas noted that "the Inhabitants on the other side of Sasquehannah [are]
extremely uneasy, & Jealous of all Indians."55
Such an incident reveals yet again (in the words of James Merrell) "how fragile
[the Long Peace] was, how fearful Pennsylvanians sometimes were that another
Opechancanough or Metacom was about to arrive on their doorstep." But it brought
more to light than simply fear, suspicion, and momentary panic. As Thomas's phrase
about the Iroquois expecting provisions "as usual" suggests, a predominantly peaceful
atmosphere existed before this rather exceptional event occurred. As the Iroquois
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warriors themselves noted, there was a stark contrast in the treatment meted out to them:
"when we passed 'thro Pennsylvania we were treated very kindly by the Inhabitants, but
as soon as we entered Virginia government we observed a different behaviour from the
first house to the last." Trader Thomas McKee learned from the warriors that "they
applyed to John Hogg, Esq., one of the Magistrates of Lancaster County, for a Pass for
their safe travelling thro' the Inhabited parts of Pennsylvania, which they obtain'd."
These Indians believed that they were "behaving themselves Civilly & meeting with no
Interruption or 111 Usage from the White People till they came to Shanandore River in
Virginia." Some inhabitants from Lancaster concurred: "the Indians behaved very
peaceably in their Journey through Pennsylvania," but when they got into Virginia, "they
fell to killing the Inhabitants' Cattle & Hogs." One o f the Iroquois warriors (Shikellamy's
grandson) explained to Conrad Weiser that "when they got over Potomack River no body
would give them a mouthful of Victuals, . . . they travell'd along in great want of
Victuals." The warriors admitted, "we did kill one Hog, one Calf and one Horse and we
took away one Cask Syder." Yet they were incredulous that "this is all the damage of
which the Virginia people so much complain [of]." In spite of the Virginians' double
dose of stinginess and hostility, the Iroquois continued to distinguish between friendly
and hostile settlers. When the Iroquois warriors returned home, the captain of the war
party instructed his departing comrades that "as there were different Sorts of white
People, if they should meet any on the Road they should not meddle with them, least they
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should by mistake kill any of those who were in friendship with them."56
In the end, the Chain of Friendship remained free o f rust. "To prevent the flame
from spreading Wider," Governor Thomas twice sent Conrad Weiser to Shamokin to
stabilize the situation; later in 1743 Conrad journeyed to Onondaga on behalf of Virginia.
Wise heads prevailed and averted open hostility, partly because the governors of both
Pennsylvania and Virginia recognized that the Virginians were the aggressors. After
exercising great forbearance over the insult to its warriors, Onondaga used the moment of
"vindication" to air some grievances and to diagnose the unhealthy situation. Speaking
for the Six Nations' Council, Shikellamy informed Weiser in an April 1743 conference
that "we have order'd our Warriours with the strongest Words to sit down and not to
revenge themselves." And he also assured the Pennsylvania governor that the war parties
would skirt European settlements by using a path further to the west.57
Shikellamy also complained of a German squatter in the Juniata River Valley.
The squatter undoubtedly had frequent exchanges with the natives, for the Indians
learned that he "claims a Right to the Land meerly because he gave a little Victuals to our
Warriours, who stand very often in need of it." Shikellamy desired that Brother Onas
(the native name for the Pennsylvania governor) would "take the Dutchman by the Arm
and to throw him over the big Mountains within your Borders." The incident reveals not
only the nature of contact between periphery settlers and passing Indians—frequent
communication and economic transactions—but also that some settlers recognized Indian

56James H. Merrell, "Shickellamy: ’A Person of Consequence'," in Grumet, Northeastern Indian Lives,
230; MPCP 4: 631-2. 635. 644; NYCD 6: 239.
57Wallace, Conrad Weiser. 143-54; MPCP. 4: 647-50.
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ownership of the land and attempted to "purchase" it for themselves. In July 1742, for
example, a Six Nations delegation at Philadelphia complained of squatters along the
Conococheague Creek in south-central Pennsylvania who accosted some Iroquois
warriors "while they were hunting." According to the Iroquois speaker, the squatters
"made some proposals about the Purchasing of Land from them," and the Iroquois
warriors tentatively agreed to "receive five Duffield Strowds for two Plantations on the
River Cohongoranta."58
Shikellamy's complaint represented only one in a series of long-standing
complaints (dating to the 1720s) lodged by the Six Nations and other Indians over
Europeans squatting along the Susquehanna (particularly in the Juniata River Valley).
Local Susquehanna Indians, Weiser reported in 1749, were "very uneasy about the white
peoples Setling beyond the Endless mountains on Joniady, on Shermans Creek and Else
where." Iroquois delegations heading to Philadelphia and war parties passing southward
saw firsthand the constant seepage o f settlers into the fertile river valleys. As early as
1733, Shikellamy thought trader John Harris's farm on the Susquehanna would be
considered an affront: "the Warriours of the Six Nations, when they pass that way, may
take it ill to see a Settlement made on Lands which they have always desired to be kept
from any persons settling on." Shikellamy's prediction came true at least once when a
party of over 280 Iroquois, Tutelos, Nanticokes, and Delawares made their way to
Philadelphia in August 1749.59
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The Oneida sachem Canasatego and his entourage were incensed at "having while
we were on [their] Journey observ'd your People's [Pennsylvanians'] Settlements"; on
their way down, they also "saw Papers which were Interpreted to us to be Orders for
these People to Remove." Perhaps this knowledge of the Pennsylvania rulers' efforts to
remove the squatters made Canasatego's rebuke a little milder than it otherwise might
have been. "Notwithstanding your Engagements," he told Governor James Hamilton,
"many People have settled on the East side of Sasquehanna, & though you may have
done your Endeavours to remove them, yet we see these have been without Effect."
Canasatego concluded that "white People are no more obedient to you that our young
Indians are to us."60
In spite of the Indians' frequent protests, they were peculiarly ambivalent in their
dealings with the settlers themselves. On one hand, they desired that the "the Dutchman
on Scokooniady (Juniata)" and others like him be tossed back over Blue Mountain. Yet
the Iroquois and other Indians often voiced sympathy for individual settlers (listing them
by name) when the Provincial government tried to evict the squatters. One o f the
government's earlier attempts to remove squatters in August 1748 was repulsed not by
squatters but by Indians. While en route to Logstown on the Ohio River to conduct
negotiations with the Wyandots, Conrad Weiser was also ordered to expel a few squatters
who had taken up residence in the Path Valley (along the Allegheny, or Frankstown,
path). Weiser's task proved to be difficult, complicated, and full of ambiguity. "50 Miles
beyond G. Croghan's," the colonial diplomat and a few local magistrates encountered the

60MPCP, 5: 395-410, at 400.
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Oneida sachem Scaroyady and other Indians (perhaps Ohio Iroquois) who had already
been informed "that the people [settlers] here were to be turned off by the Govern1"
(Scaroyady "supervised" the Shawnees living in the Ohio Country). Rather than insisting
that all o f the Europeans be unconditionally removed, the Indians "desired that at least
two familys, to wit, Abraham Shlechl and another, might stay, that they, the said Indians,
had given them liberty, and that they thought it was in their power to give liberty to such
as they lieked." They made it clear to Weiser that "if any o f the people now living there
was turned off, no other Body should setle there, they [the Indians] being informed that
as soon as the people were turned off others would be put on the land such as the
Government lieked."
Why did Scaroyady and his companions choose certain families to stay
(especially in light of previous Indian complaints)? These Indians had clearly befriended
some backcountry settlers and may have genuinely sympathized with their plight.
Scaroyady was also a staunch anglophile and remained loyal to the English during the
Seven Years' War. He may have wanted to maintain symbolic ties to the people of
Pennsylvania, recognizing that his Shawnee charges and Delawares in the Ohio Country
were slowly moving into the French orbit. But Scaroyady surely recognized that many
squatters felt little, if any, allegiance to the provincial government and its land policies.
He and the Indians with him explicitly distinguished between two kinds o f settlers: those
they liked, and those "the Government lieked." Their distinction suggests that they may
have forged informal alliances with squatters who were as suspicious of the government's
land deals as the Indians were. If settlers "such as the Government lieked" moved onto
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the Indians' lands, both the Indians and their squatter allies might lose their lands to the
provincial government.61
If Conrad Weiser was surprised at the Indians' response to his efforts, he did not
say so. He explained the incongruous situation thus: "I suppose the people used [the
Indians] well on their coming by, and Informed them of the design [the eviction]." If
Weiser's appraisal is accurate, it warrants certain conclusions: first, the settlers feared the
government's actions and made their predicament clear to the Indians and sought
permission of the Indians to stay in the process; second, these settlers and Indians were
able to communicate with one another fairly well (they certainly discussed land issues);
finally, Weiser obliquely mentions bartering and trading interactions between settlers and
Indians ("the people used them well"). We can only guess at what these friendly visits
entailed. Did the Indians lodge in the settlers' cabins? Were they invited in for meals?
How frequently did these immigrants see their Indian neighbors along the well-travelled
Allegheny path? How did the backcountry folk interpret land ownership? What were
their attitudes towards Indians? These settlers felt confident that their journey into Indian
country would not result in their deaths; their confidence suggests at least a superficial
popular understanding of Indians and their culture.62
Weiser's 1748 attempt to expel the Path Valley squatters provides the necessary
background to the provincial government's handling of Canasatego's August 1749
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complaint. Gov. James Hamilton attempted to shift responsibility for the settlers'
expansion onto Indian shoulders, playing Weiser's earlier rebuff* for all that it was worth:
"We shall not find it difficult effectually to remove all these Intruders," he smugly told
Canasatego and his followers, "If some of your Indians do not give them Countenance."
Hamilton continued, "such Ly censes must not be given, & that if we turn the People off
you must not defend them nor invite them there again." In the end, the conference
resulted in another Indian sale of land to Pennsylvania. While this purchase may have
alleviated conflict over lands on the east side of the Susquehanna, the Juniata lands were
a different story. There, the provincial government had to use force to evict illegal
residents, mollify the Indians, and prevent any hostility. Moreover, it was in the
government's interest to expel squatters who did not pay for the land or quitrents.63
In May 1750, Governor Hamilton sent Richard Peters and Conrad Weiser to expel
squatters "on the Lands beyond Kittochtinny [Kittattinny] Mountains, not purchased of
the Indians." Peters, Weiser, a local sheriff, and other magistrates assembled at George
Croghan's trading post; five Indian from Shamokin also accompanied them as observers
(the Indians "expressed great Satisfaction" with the authorities' mission). Peters's report
provides a window onto backcountry families and their views towards land, Indians, and
their economic goals.
For the latter half o f May, Peters and the magistrates scoured the mountain
valleys of the Juniata watershed, evicting squatters and burning their log cabins. The
number of squatter households is astounding: five along the Juniata; eleven along

63MPCP. 5: 407-408; Wallace, Conrad Weiser. 277-85.
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Sherman's Creek; eighteen tucked away in the Path valley (including one "Abraham
Slach," probably the "Abraham Schlechl" whom Scaroyady defended a year before); four
along Aughwick creek; and twenty-three nestled in the Big Cove area (Peters's report
mentions only the male heads of household; the numbers do not include women and
children). Most of the settlers were especially submissive and "craved Mercy." They
readily acknowledged that they had "no Right nor Authority" when Peters confronted
them. After "great deliberation," the authorities decided to burn the empty log cabins as a
rule: "Mr. Weiser also giving it as his firm Opinion, that if all the Cabbins were left
standing, the Indians would conceive such a contemptible Opinion of the Government,
that they would come themselves in the Winter, murder the People, and set their Houses
on Fire."64
Several specific incidents are worth mentioning in detail. On May 24, Peters,
Weiser, and the magistrates "went to the Log-house or Cabbin of Andrew Lycon" and
there confronted a settler intent on defending his claim: Lycon "presented a loaded Gun
to the Magistrates and the Sheriff, said, he would shoot the first Man that dared to come
nigher." This was probably not Lycon's first brush with authority: Peters recorded that
"the whole Transaction happened in the Sight of a Tribe of Indians, who by Accident had
in the Night-time fixed their Tent on that Plantation." Lycon's militant outburst gave the
Indians "great Offence," and members of Shikellamy's family who were present insisted
that the authorities burn Lycon's cabin, "or they would burn it themselves."65
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Lycon epitomizes the land-hungry backcountry settler. Yet the majority of
squatters who readily surrendered to Peters and his companions suggest that legitimate
title was just as important to them as the land itself. When the provincial secretary
confronted squatters in the disputed boundary area between Maryland and Pennsylvania,
they presented him with a petition to the governor of Pennsylvania which "prayed that his
Honour might suffer them to remain there, till the [boundary] Line should be extended
[westward], and the Purchase made of the Lands from the Indians." Peters even recorded
some evictees as saying, "if the Indians were determined they should not stay there, it
was better to go away directly." In both cases, the squatters presented Peters with a clear
acknowledgement of the Indians' land ownership and an understanding of their role in
maintaining peaceful relations with them.66
It is tempting to dismiss the squatters' friendly relations with Indians as selfserving, short-term accommodations in order to master the "wilderness" and then to
master the Indians. Before 1755, however, there is evidence of a much different dynamic
in settler-Indian interactions. The relationships that Indians and some squatters forged in
Pennsylvania in the 1740s raise the question of how completely settlers internalized the
assumptions of "westward expansion." Historians have usually interpreted squatters as a
chief source of cultural conflict: squatters allegedly cared not a wink for Indian land
rights, viewed the Indians as obstacles to "civilization," and were generally one-step
removed from "Indian-hating." Such individuals certainly existed and were a source of
conflict (certainly in the Juniata River Valley). But many squatted on Indian lands not

66Ibid., 3326, 3331.
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out o f contempt for Indians but for the provincial government. Some squatters went west
in part to reach an accommodation with the Indians, not to antagonize them. Squatters
explicitly rejected the land policies o f the Pennsylvania government (such as high land
prices and exorbitant quitrents) and some recognized Indian land ownership. As the
ardent expansionist Richard Peters fretted, "The People over the Hills are combin'd
against the Government, are putting in new Cropps & bid us Defiance." The Indians
were able to accommodate some settlers partly because of their "defiance" against the
government and partly because o f the settlers' economic goals. Most o f the squatters
whom Peters described were seeking only economic self-sufficiency and no doubt
subsisted by hunting and by farming tiny plots surrounding their cabins. These
backcountry folk were poor for the most part, although Peters mentions that some
possessed servants and cattle. Peters saw no evidence of "improvements" and described
their cabins as "of no considerable Value; being such as the Country People erect in a
Day or two, and only cost the Charge of an Entertainment." Both Weiser and Peters
encountered squatters who wanted to maintain a self-sufficient existence on the frontier.67
In the context of Conrad Weiser's journey to Logstown in 1748, Peters believed
that "it would be impossible to preserve the Peace of the Province" unless the Proprietors
—Richard, Thomas, and John Penn—resolved the Indians' grievances over squatters. For
Peters and other expansionists, the quick fix was to purchase the disputed lands from the
Indians. Indeed, he suggestively informed the sons of William Penn that "all mouths
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were full of the necessity of an Indian purchase." The provincial secretary greatly feared
that "the lower sort of People who are exceeding Loose & ungovernable from the
mildness o f the Constitution & pacifick principles of ye Friends [Quakers] wou'd go over
in spite of all measures & probably quarrel with the Indians."68
An astute observer of cultural relationships in the backcountry, Weiser knew
better than Peters did that squatting had not only diplomatic but social implications.
According to Peters's letter to the Penns, Weiser apprehended "a worse Effect, that is that
[squatters] will become tributary to the Indians & pay them yearly sums for their Lycense
to be there." For the Penns, who were deeply in debt at the time and dependent upon
income derived from land sales and quitrents, settlers paying "tribute" to Indians was a
disaster. Weiser's prediction of Indian-settler accommodation had come to fruition by
1750. He knew "positively" that squatters "are got into this way [paying tribute] on the
East side o f Sasquehanna' beyond the Hills & receive acknowledgements & are easy
about those Lands." Weiser feared that Pennsylvania's rulers would "not only have all
the abandon'd People of the Province to deal with but the Indians too & that they will
mutually support each other & do a vast deal o f Mischief." The relationships that some
settlers and Indians were forging in the backcountry clearly represented a threat not only
to the Proprietors' land policy, but to the social order as the ruling elite saw it. The
squatters' worst fears came true at the 1754 Congress of Albany between the Six Nations,
Pennsylvania, Maryland, New York, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Massachusetts, and New
Jersey. The Pennsylvania delegation (primarily Richard Peters and Conrad Weiser)

68Richard Peters, quoted in Wallace, Conrad Weiser. 278-79.
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orchestrated a deceitful land deal with the Iroquois for a vast area west o f the
Susquehanna River extending clear to the Ohio Country. Proprietor Thomas Penn
ordered the squatters' Juniata valley lands settled "as fast as possible" with settlers such
as the Government liked (i.e., those who payed for land and quitrents). Both the Six
Nations and the Ohio Indians were further alienated and war loomed on the horizon.69
Even during the Seven Years' War, when French and Indian war parties from the
Ohio Country mauled the Pennsylvania settlements, the colony's leaders still feared the
possibility of backcountry social disorder and disaffection. In 1756, Lt. Gov. William
Denny received a letter from Conrad Weiser stating that "the minds of the People were
extremely set against the Proprietaries and Governor by Insinuations thrown out from
time to time in [Christopher Saur's] News Paper." Two recent issues o f Saur's widely
read newspaper suggested that "Hostilities [between Indians and the colony] were owing
to [Proprietary] Covetousness in not paying [the Indians] to their Satisfaction for their
Lands." The most galling part of Weiser's letter was his observation that "the back
Inhabitants, not only Germans, but those of other Nations, in their discourses with one
another expressed themselves in a very disaffected manner." These settlers allegedly
believed that "it would be ye most prudent measure they could take, in case the French
and Indians shou'd continue to have so great success [in their attacks], to propose an
accommodation [with the Indians and French] on condition of being rendered secure in
their Possessions." While Weiser provided no details of what "accommodation" meant,
an anxious Governor Denny instructed Weiser to be "very attentive to what was passing

69Ibid; Thomas Penn, quoted in Jennings, Empire o f Fortune. 71-108 (at 104).

in the Back Counties" so that the disaffected might be "legally presented."70 Like most
eastern elites, Pennsylvania's ruling class expressed anxieties over backcountry social
disorder that were either exaggerated, partially correct, or unfounded. Yet what is most
important is that officials such as Conrad Weiser, Richard Peters, and Governor Denny
visualized, and feared, a modicum of accommodation between settlers and Indians in the
backcountry.
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CONCLUSION
ASSESSING INDIAN-SETTLER RELATIONSHIPS

In December 1754, on the eve of the Seven Years' War, Richard Peters expressed
to George Croghan his disagreement with the Assembly's suggestion that the Indian
refugees at Aughwick (Croghan's trading post) be brought within colonial settlements for
better protection and supply. Reflecting on previous relations between Indians and
settlers, Peters wrote an epitaph to the failure of those peoples to coexist: "Will it not be
impossible for Indians & White people to live together? Will there not be an eternal
Intercourse of Rum and a perpetual Scene of quarrelling?" Although Peters was
primarily concerned with keeping the Indians at Aughwick to bear the brunt of any
French and Indian attacks on the province, his rhetorical questions were partially
prophetic. For no matter how peaceful and amicable Indian-settler interactions were, the
settlement frontier's expansion was an unmitigated disaster to the Indian peoples living in
the Susquehanna and Delaware watersheds. In addition to the onslaughts of disease,
trade, dependency, liquor, and missionaries, Indians faced the ecological consequences of
European settlement. Not more than a year after Peters's letter, the Ohio Indians and
their French allies waged la guerre sauvage on Pennsylvania.71
The Brandywine Delawares, living closest to most populous areas around
Philadelphia, illustrate the larger process of displacement and ecological change

71PA- 1st ser., 2: 214.
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accompanying European settlement. James Logan, who illegally surveyed the
Brandywine Delawares' lands out from under them in the late 1720s, recounted their
plight to John Penn without an ounce o f guilt:
these poor people were much disturbed at this, yet finding they could no longer
raise Corn for their Bread they quietly removed up the River Sasquehanna, though
not without repining at their hard usage. Not long after, most of their Hunters
retired for the Sake of better Game to Ohio.
A Delaware woman, Hannah Freeman, later testified that "the country becoming more
settled the Indians were not allowed to Plant Corn any longer [probably because of
unpenned livestock and an inability to relocate seasonally to new lands] her father went
to Shamokin and never returned." The Brandywines also complained to the government
that colonial dams and grist mills interfered with the movements of fish:
And now it is not Half an Age of an old Man since, and we are molested, and our
Land surveyed out, and settled, before we can reap our Corn off. And, to our
great Injury, Brandywine Creek is so obstructed with Dams, that Fish cannot
come up to our Habitation. We desire you to take Notice, that we are a poor
People, and want the Benefit of the Fish.
In 1729, in a letter to Lt. Gov. Patrick Gordon, the sachem Checochinican complained
that "the Land has been unjustly Sold, whereby we are redused to great wants &
hardships." He described his people as "greatly disquieted" and complained of the new
settlers who would not even allow them to cut down trees for cabins.72
Other illustrations of ecological change abound in the historical record. As early
as 1718, the Commissioners of Property noted that the fields surrounding Conestoga
town were fenced "to secure the Indians Corn from the Horses, Cattle, and Hoggs of
72
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those new settlers." The colonists' unpenned livestock roaming the countryside not only
destroyed Indian crops but posed a new dilemma: Indians hunting or adopting for their
own use the settlers' property. Gov. William Keith, for example, requested of visiting
Susquehanna Indians to "not suffer your young People with their Dogs & Arrows to Hunt
& kill [the settlers'] Creatures." Declining numbers o f deer and other game remained a
thorny issue between Indians and settlers. Like many Delawares, a small band of Conoys
living on the Susquehanna River removed to Shamokin because o f declining game. A
Conoy sachem named Old Sack asked Thomas Cookson, a resident of Lancaster, to
inform the governor that "the Lands all around them being settled by white People, their
hunting is spoiled." Old Sack stressed that "the sole reason was to be settled a little from
the Inhabitants for the sake of their Hunting." Indicating that relations with the settlers
themselves may have remained amicable, Old Sack noted that the Conoys "were under
not fear or Apprehension of [the settlers] using them ill. "73
In spite of Old Sack's favorable assessment, settlers were the frequent object of
Indian complaints both individually and collectively. In 1735, Tagotolessa ("Civility")
came to Philadelphia to reaffirm the chain of friendship, bringing with him a gift of skins
and requesting that the Proprietors "assist in composing any Differences that may arise
between the Irish people, who are come into these parts, and these Indians, who intend to
live & dye where they are now settled." Earlier that year, Tagotolessa spoke in behalf of
Whiwhinjac, a Conoy sachem, that "they desire that the settlers & young men near
Conestogoe & their other Towns, may be directed to treat them with Kindness and
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Respect like brethren." Individual settlers such as Samuel DuPuy, a well-to-do
landowner living near the Delaware Water Gap, infuriated the Indians with their bad
treatment. Count Zinzendorf recorded that "while at his house, [DuPuy] had some
Indians arrested for robbing his orchard." In 1731 the Conestogas complained of a
Marylander named Crissop who was "very abusive to them when they pass that way."74
Europeans often corroborated the Indians' grievances. Government officials and
intermediaries such as Conrad Weiser and Shikellamy were, of course, more cognizant
than most of the obstacles to peace. But colonists also petitioned the government to
reform the Indian trade, restrict the flow of rum, and restrict settler/hunters from invading
Indian hunting grounds. Rev. Henry Melchior Muhlenberg learned from Conrad Weiser
that "toward the white people as a whole [the Indians] have a deeply rooted prejudice and
secret mistrust and . . . they say that the white people should have remained on their own
ground and lived there and not have bothered them. We came over here with no other
purpose than to take their land away from them, to decrease their catch of game, fish, and
birds, to drive them farther into the wilderness, to make their life more difficult." James
Smith, who was taken captive by the Delawares during the Seven Years' War, also gained
a new perspective on colonial society. Smith's adoptive Delaware brother, Tontileaugo,
noted with approval when Smith gave venison to a Wyandot warrior who was visiting
Muskingum. Tontileaugo asked Smith whether he had also given the Wyandot "sugar
and bear's oil, to eat with his venison." When Smith replied that he left the condiments in
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the canoe, Tontileaugo exploded: "you have behaved just like a Dutchman. Do you not
know that when strangers come to our camp, we ought to give them the best that we
have?" Tontileaugo evidently spoke from personal experience: Smith noted that he
called German settlers "Skoharehango, which took its derivation from a Dutch settlement
called Skoharey" [Schoharie, N.Y.]75
The Seven Years' War represented a crise de la conscience for many
Pennsylvania colonists (especially Quakers). Why had the Delawares and Shawnees
gone to war against the people of William Penn? One of the first attempts to uncover the
answer came in 1756. The Pennsylvania governor sent Scaroyady and Andrew Montour
to the upper Susquehanna Valley to discover from neutral or friendly Delawares and
Shawnees what the Ohio Indians' grievances were. They brought back disconcerting
news. The Indians spoke of fraudulent land deals, traders who cheated them, and the
settlers' unkind behavior:
When we lived among them they behaved very ill to us; they used us like Dogs,
they often saw us pinched with want and starving, and would take no Pity of us;
sometimes we were in Liquor, a Fault which you are sensible we cannot always
avoid, as we cannot govern ourselves when we come where Liquors are; when we
were in this Condition they turned us out of their Houses and beat us, so that
when we came to be sober we were not able to get up . . . Now Uncles, can this
be called Brotherly Treatment? dont' you imagine such Usage must raise 111
Nature in our Hearts?76
During and after the Treaty o f Easton in 1758, Quakers encouraged the Indians to
enumerate their reasons for going to war. The Quakers and other colonists recognized
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that the Proprietors' dealings with the Indians were less than fair. They were determined
to achieve a just peace with the Ohio Indians and return to the beneficent policies of
William Penn. While the Indians most often mentioned being cheated out o f their lands,
unfair trade practices, alcohol, and corrupt traders, settlers were also singled out as a
provocation for war and vengeance. Indeed, some of the Indians' first targets were settler
communities at Tulpehocken, Penn's Creek, and newly-settled areas west of the
Susquehanna. Speaking to the governor of New Jersey at Easton, the Oneida sachem
Thomas King related the sentiments of Mini sink warriors:
Our Cousins, the Minisinks, tell us they were wronged out of a great deal of Land,
and the English settling so fast they were pushed back, and could not tell what
Lands belonged to them . . . you claim all the Wild Creatures, and will not let us
come on your Land to hunt for them. You will not so much as let us peel a Single
Tree. This is hard, and has given us great offence. The Cattle you raise are your
own; but those which are Wild are still ours, and should be common to both; for
our Nephews, when they sold the Land, did not propose to deprive themselves of
hunting the Wild Deer or using a Stick of Wood when they should have Occasion.
The Minisinks' grievances illustrate the divergence of European and Indian attitudes
towards the land and its resources. The Minisinks did not give up the right to hunt or
bark trees and they treated the settlers' roaming livestock as fair game. As for
Pennsylvania, a Committee of the Council investigated the Delawares' complaints, and
reiterated "That the Indians had been ill treated by our Out Settlers, in being refused the
Liberty of cutting Firewood, and molested in their Hunting. "77
In short, as historian Francis Jennings observed of the Indians' many grievances,
"it is only remarkable that [the Indians] waited so long to exact retribution." The fact that
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they did not is strong evidence o f their desire to maintain peaceful relations with
Pennsylvania. What is all the more amazing, in the light of potential and actual tensions,
is the extent to which Indians and Europeans were able to envision a world of
coexistence, cooperation, and friendship. When Indian diplomats expressed their desire
that "the Christians & Indians ought to have but one Head, one Heart & one Body" as one
people, they were not naive. They and their colonial counterparts frequently diagnosed
the problems that beset their alliance. Sassoonan, for example, looked upon "the English
& the Indians to be as one People, closely united & joyned together." He feared that "by
means of Rum Quarrels may happen between them & Murther ensue, which may tend to
dissolve that Union & loosen the Tye between both." Canasatego noticed that "white
People are no more obedient to you than our young Indians are to us," a perennial
problem for both sachems and colonial officials. Indians also knew that powerful rumors
could dissolve the bonds o f alliance. In the aftermath of the 1742 skirmish between
Iroquois warriors and Virginians, an Iroquois spokesman named Sachsidowa rebuked the
Delawares, Shawnees, and Pennsylvania settlers. Conrad Weiser recorded Sachsidowa's
potent words:
Cousins the Delawares: We are informed that you can talk a little English, by
which you Pretend to have heard many things amongst the white people, and you
frequently bring Lies amongst the Indians, and you have very little Knowledge
and Regard for the treaties of friendship; you give your tongues too much Liberty.
This String of Wampum serves to tie your Tongues and to forewarn You from
Lies.
Brethren the Shawonese: You believe too many Lies, and are too forward in
action. You shall not pretend to Revenge our People that have been killed in
Virginia. We are the Chief of all the Indians. Let your Ears and Eyes be open
toward us, and order your Warriors to stay at home as we did ours.
Brother Onas: Your Back Inhabitants are People given to Lies and raising false
Stories. Stop up their Mouths; you can do it with one word. Let no false Stories
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be told; it is dangerous to the Chain of friendship.78
One report that came from the Ohio Country in September 1758 was decidedly
less hostile and more sympathetic to Pennsylvania colonists. Historian Paul Wallace
speculated that the speaker, Ackowanothio, may have been the Shawnee chief
Kakowatchiky or Cacowachico who had formerly lived in eastern Pennsylvania. It is
also unclear whether Conrad Weiser heard the speech in person or received a written
copy, although Weiser's handwriting appears on one of the original copies ("Gave a large
String, to Conrad Weiser Interpreter"). Ackowanothio, "an old Indian on the Ohio, in
behalf of the Delaware Indians and others living on the Waters thereof," offered an
insightful appraisal of early Indian-settler relations and why the English "wonder at our
joining with the French in this present War." He challenged the English to "get sober and
once think Impartially:
I will tell you, Brethren, your Nation always shewed an eagerness to settle our
Lands, cunning as they were, they always encouraged a number o f poor people to
settle upon our Lands: we protested against it several times, but without any
redress or help. We pitied the poor people: we did not care to make use of force,
and indeed some of these people were very good people, and as Hospitable as we
Indians, and gave us share of what little they had, and gain'd our affection for the
most part; but after all we lost our hunting Ground, for where one o f those people
settled, like pidgeons, a thousand more would settle, so that we at last offered to
sell it, and received some considerations for it: and so it went on 'till we at last
jump'd over Allegeny Hills, and settled on the waters of Ohio."
Ackowanothio's speech epitomizes the paradoxical nature of Indian-settler
interactions in the early eighteenth century. On one hand, the interactions were largely
peaceful; Ackowanothio even acknowledged the settlers' hospitality and stated that they
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had "gaind our affection for the most part." But the larger dynamics of European
settlement and ecological change undermined the Indians' ability to coexist with the
settlers. He compared the ever increasing numbers of settlers to flocks of pigeons and
linked them to the loss of hunting grounds. The Indians "jumpd over Allegheny Hills,"
hoping that the mountain barrier would help to preserve their independence.79
Ackowanothio spoke of the great contentment the Delawares and Shawnees
enjoyed in the Ohio Country, an area they were determined to keep inviolate. "Here we
tho't ourselves happy! We had plenty of Game, a rich and large Country, and a Country
that the Most High had created for the poor Indians, and not for the White People."
Larger forces once again conspired against the Indians' happiness. Ackowanothio singled
out "covetousness for Land," particularly that "parcel of covetous Gentlemen from
Virginia, called the Ohio Company, who came immediately and offered to build Forts
among us, no doubt, to make themselves Master of our Lands, and make Slaves of us."
In 1755, the Delawares and Shawnees sided with the French to drive off Gen. Edward
Braddock's army and the Virginians. Ackowanothio remarked that "there remains sparks
of love [our hearts] towards our Brethren the English," but he feared that Gen. John
Forbes's army, then threatening Fort Duquesne, would lead to an English conquest of the
Ohio Country. The aging and wise sachem concluded, "Now Brethren, consider all
things well, and be assured that we, the Indians, are heartily inclined to make a lasting
peace."80
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Indians and settlers inhabited a paradoxical world in which increasing tension and
hostility continued to coexist alongside amity and friendship. Their day-to-day
interactions did not completely reflect the problems that beset the larger alliance. On the
ways to and from Philadelphia, at backcountry homesteads, taverns, and inns, and on the
periphery where squatters sought sanctuary, Indians and settlers were capable of crafting
beneficial, amicable, economic and social relationships. These friendly interactions must
have surely added to the ambiguity and complexity of their world. The relationships of
ordinary colonists and Indians before 1755 were attached to, yet very different from, the
larger political and diplomatic contexts of Indian-colonial relations. For the forces over
which ordinary settlers and Indians had no control—corrupt, debauched Indian traders, the
Pennsylvania government's fraudulent land grabs (which most settlers knew nothing
about), grasping land speculators and expansionists, and imperial rivalry between Britain
and France—propelled them towards war with each other. Conflict and violence existed
between settlers and Indians, but alone were not enough to sever completely the
possibility of peaceful coexistence. What accumulated grievances did not completely
sever, the evils of war did. The Seven Years' War, Pontiac's War, and intermittent
warfare throughout the rest o f the eighteenth century unleashed a mutual enmity between
Indians and Europeans that became increasingly virulent and racial in tone. What is truly
tragic about the period before 1755 is the colonists' and Indians' recognition of the
fundamental problems that beset their relationship and their frustrated inability to solve
them.
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